PAC Worldwide is committed to providing quality products and services on time, every time. In addition to being a global leader in the manufacturing of protective packaging, we also offer a variety of services to assist our customers with package assembly, fulfillment, logistics, and distribution. PAC Worldwide is dedicated to you and your changing needs. Partnering with PAC will provide you a global reach, aligned around your time schedule, at a competitive price. We achieve our quality standards through a systematic and disciplined approach to manufacturing, which has been adopted by all company personnel.

**Contract Packaging**
- Gift wrap and packaging
- Tubing and mailing stuffing
- Package assembly
- Sorting and inspection
- Kitting
- Protective packaging
- P.O.P. design and execution
- Blister and clamshell packaging
- Light industrial assembly
- Print shop
- Inventory management

**Fulfillment**
- Shrink wrapping
- Reworks
- Poly bagging
- Collating
- Banding
- Retail P.O.P. displays
- Sorting and inspection
- Fulfillment and shipping
- Print shop
- Labels and UPC application
- Inventory management

**Third Party Logistics (3PL)**
- Full truck and LTL
- Tear down (recycling/disposal)
- Warehouse services
- Receiving
- Container unloading and palletization
- Small package and batch
- Pick and pack
- Cross dock services
- Direct to store distribution
- Inventory management

Visit us at [www.pac.com](http://www.pac.com) or email: info@pac.com